Vitalcan Case Study from Morpheus.Network and Hanhaa
Founded in 2001, Vitalcan is Argentina’s largest pet food business employing more than 200
people and with a turnover of $50 million. Vitalcan manages thousands of shipments a
month including inbound for raw materials and packaging and outbound shipments to
Argentina and international shipments by land and sea.
While many of Vitalcan’s customers such as veterinary clinics and pet stores are located in
greater Buenos Aires and distributors in the surrounding provinces, Vitalcan also exports to
many countries in South America and has sent several container shipments to Asia.
In order to create an effective supply chain, Vitalcan has adopted Hanhaa and
Morpheus.Network’s combined IoT and Blockchain solution. Morpheus.Network’s SaaS
middleware, trusted information flows and the single shipment view are key for creating
Digital and Sustainable Global Supply Chains. Hanhaa is an internet-of-things innovator with
a real-time, multimodal cargo tracking and monitoring solution, ParceLive.
Together, Morpheus.Network and Hanhaa, provide supply chain managers with a complete
Digital Footprint, providing shipment visibility and reducing OPEX, optimize working capital
while improving resilience and reliability.
The Logistics Challenge in South America
South America is fortunate to have picturesque landscapes that can rarely be found
anywhere else. Although beautiful, it causes many logistics challenges when simply moving
cargo from A to B.
“We have mountains, plains, jungles — there is a lot of logistics involved with such physical
obstacles. Sometimes we move our products more than 2,500km from the warehouse to
their final destination. Logistics Operations here also are not as technically developed as our
European counterparts.” – Jorge Marcos Madrid, CEO, Vitalcan
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Figure 1. The “Paso Cristo Redentor” part of the route between Argentina and Chile that
Vitalcan operates 3 times a week.
Rigorous terrain and drastic environmental conditions propose numerous problems not only
to the end customer waiting to receive their shipments from Vitalcan, but can cause damage
to the cargo itself. If climatic conditions such as temperature and humidity are not kept
between certain parameters, animal nutrition becomes spoiled and must be destroyed.
Improving product protection while strengthening supply chain operating controls ensure
goods in transit reach their intended destination, on time and in optimum condition.
Theft of the cargo in the Buenos Aires metro area and on major highways is also a major
issue. Together, product quality and availability impact customer dissatisfaction, have
negative financial implications, and potentially damage the brand’s reputation.
Vitalcan manages thousands of shipments a month including inbound for raw materials and
packaging and outbound shipments to Argentina and international shipments by land and
sea. Additionally, purchasing raw materials based and exporting wanimal health products
based on animal protein requires approval from SENASA, the Argentine regulatory authority
for Agri Food compliance.
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Vitalcan needed a platform to reduce the total supply chain cycle. Before the deployment
this was 1 week for filing pre IMEX docs, 3 days for shipping and 2 days for customs
clearance which requires four key documents; Invoice, Packing List, Certificate of Origin, and
the Carta Porte (Permiso de Embarque). Before being cleared for release documentation
has to be approved by Argentine Customs on exit and Chilean and Customs in entry. Any
document error has serious consequences on over costs and ties up inventory and working
capital.

One platform leveraging Blockchain and IoT provides a Unique Solution for
Vitalcan’s shipment digitization and automation

“In 2018 we were really excited about sending our first
ever container shipment to Indonesia. When the two
containers arrived at the destination the buyer noticed
that the container had been damaged or opened and
with the excess humidity we had to write down the
entire USD $100,000 shipment.”
Jorge Marcos Madrid, Chairman, Vitalcan
Vitalcan were anxious to explore the power of IoT and Blockchain to provide tamper proof
and trusted data on their supply chains. Blockchain provides a trusted information flow for
the entire end to end workflow. From Purchase Order through to Proof of Delivery. IoT
provides the tracking of assets and goods while product protection events alert the shipper
and buyer of any deterioration in the quality of the goods before Proof of Delivery and can
trigger the automatic execution of smart contracts for returns, reordering or insurance
claims.
1. Document Management: Regulatory, Trade and Customs:
A major pain point previous to the implementation was the management of documents,
data and events. The problem was compounded by the fact that all stakeholders had
different platforms and processes which were tied together by email. Poor versioning and
multiple storage and compute costs created bottlenecks, delays and over costs.
The current process starts with a Purchase Order from the Chilean Subsidiary. Based on SKU
manufacturing and production lot plans, the PO is confirmed as a product available and
Vitalcan’s supply chain team start to add the key documents to comply with customs
procedures including Invoice, Packing List, Certificate of Origin, and the Carta Porte.
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Regulatory authorities such as SENASA has a further role to play with the emission of the
Health Certificate for Export (HCE). This also applies to other government agencies for
verticales such as perishables, pharma and high value goods.
Finally, Vitalcan’s Chilean subsidiary digitises the entire proof of delivery process. This
resolves another major pain point and was historically a considerable area of disagreement.
Photographic evidence for quality, adjustments to quantity, and signatures are all submitted
to the platform for approval before the final proof of delivery is accepted by all parties.

Figure 2. The “Live Track” Portal shows the Single Shipment View that gives Vitalcan
complete visibility and control of each shipment.
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Figure 3. Show Export Certificate being approved by Vitalcan Supervisor and added to the
Morpheus.Network Blockchain Notary Service.
Each shipment is created from a Workflows Master and Morpeus.Network workflow engine
ensures that each activity is orchestrated correctly. Robust document collaboration and
exchange using the “Live Track” Portal gives Vitalcan’s supervisor a key role in approving,
rejecting or overwriting documents before they are finalized as part of the shipment and
sent to the digital notary service on blockchain. Real time progress, days in process, activity
or event status changes vs the original plan ensures a reliable time of arrival (xTA).
The Morpheus.Platform is sufficiently flexible to allow Vitalcan to significantly grow exports
adding relevant documents such as certificate of origin, product quality, and authenticity of
goods, regulatory compliance as well of the Carta Porte or ocean going B/L.

2. Product Protection using IoT:
Product protection for reporting excessive temperature and humidity such as the Indonesian
shipment is critical for Vitalcan. Temperature, time/temperature and humidity criteria is
essential for food safety, i.e. the microbiological activity of E.Coli, Salmonella, Listeria,
Clostridium and others which cause food poisoning, and the shipper and/or carrier are
legally bound to document temperature readings to ensure the food safety parameters have
been met during the entire end to end operation. Temperature and humidity monitoring
includes staging food products for shipping, precooling reefers and cold storage
compartments before loading, maintaining temperatures and humidity during transport, and
receiving at the destination distribution centre within the permitted range.
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With Hanhaa’s ParceLive device, Vitalcan are able to automate the collection of all end to
end data points such as geoposition, temperature, humidity and shock as well as tampering,
theft, irregular movement and make them actionable as a workflow using
Morpheus.Network’s middleware platform.

Figure 4. The Hanhaa ParceLive device with unique QR Code from the Moprheus.Network
Platform. This converts the tracker into a digital B/L.
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Figure 5. Hanhaa ParceLive data points overlaid on the Moprheus.Network Platform.

Below is a screenshot of the profile settings within Morpheus.Network’s Advanced Hanhaa
module set by Vitalcan to determine the ParceLive sensor readings monitored for cargo
protection.

Figure 6. Hanhaa Advanced Module within Moprheus.Network Platform.
When additional ParceLive sensors such as humidity are triggered by readings outside of
defined parameters, Vitalcan receive notifications enabling them to resolve any issues
before there is material damage to the cargo.
Shock, Drop and Tilt are especially useful for delicate cargos and assigning responsibility. An
example of this would be an overbraking or overaccleration event which damaged the big
bags inside the truck shipment.

3. Carrier Integrations and Security:
Another major pain point when working with Suppliers (IB), Clients (OB) and Supply Chain
partners is multiple unconnected platforms and processes. This creates erroneous and
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incomplete signals throughout the supply chain and is a major source of disagreement, poor
productivity and over cost.
To increase supply chain efficiency and mitigate risk, Vitalcan works with their transportation
partners to track goods from origin to final destination point. Using the Morpheus.Network
Request Asset and Assign Asset modules, Vitalcan has streamlined the process for
requesting carriers for truck shipments and ensuring they have the correct federal license,
sanitary and insurance documentation according to AFIP carrier regulations. Using the
Morpheus.Network Carrier Portal or API, a carrier can assign a logistics asset based on VINs
or Container IDs as well as driver documents to the load data such as Product IDs,
Quantities, Weights ensuring consistency consistent across all prevailing technology
platforms.
Security events based on cargo movements at unscheduled geo positions or the opening of
the truck or container using the light sensor sometimes implies that a theft or robbery is
taking place. This tamper proof history is key for Approved Economic Operator compliance
using the WCO SAFE Framework of Standards. In example here is USA CTPAT compliance or
the Argentine equivalent Resolución General 4150-E published On October 27, 2017.

4. Automated IoT Geofence Actions and Notifications:
It is critical that Vitalcan can track a shipment from when the cargo leaves Vitalcan’s
warehouse facilities in Buenos Aires, intermediate delivery milestones such as the border
crossing between Argentina and Chile at Las Cuevas, all the way through to the distribution
center in Chile. Instead of flying blind, this provides precision, security and helps
synchronize the reception of good and local merchandising processes.
Using Automated Geofence actions from Hanhaa’s ParceLive device and recorded on
Morpheus.Network’s blockchain platform, Vitalcan are able to create geofences around
selected areas with actionable triggers and send notifications to key stakeholders to inform
them of progress.
The image below depicts various geofences drawn around key handling ;points and country
borders with email notifications set up to alert users of the cargos progress.
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Figure 7. Moprheus.Network Geofence Triggers use live Hanhaa ParceLive Data to Automate
Actions.
The creation of geofences allows Vitalcan to alert their custom brokers and logistics team
when a shipment is arriving. The principal benefit for the Chilean subsidiary is to get real
time visibility of the flow of incoming goods and file pre release documentation. Warehouse
operations such as yards, docks and bays are synchronized to the shipments arrival schedule
as well as merchandising and store execution which helps effectively manage the use of
physical resources and everyone’s time.
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Figure 7. Automate Email Notifications saving the entire supply chain team time and money
Real time data from ParceLive is added to events captured on the Morpheus.Network
platform to calculate a more reliable time of arrival (xTA) at each destination.

5. Morpheus.Network Trusted “Digital Footprint” and Blockchain Notary Service:

“As simple to use an Amazon tracking number,
Morpheus.Network has provided our team of supply chain
managers with a trusted Digital Footprint to track and
trace each step of the process.” — Alejandro Marcos.
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Figure 8. “Digital Footprint” for Notarizing Information Flows on Blockchain

The Digital Footprint is a blockchain-based notarisation service logging Information Flows
such as data, documents and events. This proves a trusted and tamper proof view of every
shipment, from a real time perspective as well as historical compliance of all shipments. The
platform notarises any kind of digital content by creating a unique hash (fingerprint) of any
digital document format and stores this to the hash in a distributed and decentralized ledger.
This could simply be sharing data between stakeholders to automatic triggers for executing
smart contracts for order returns, reordering, rebooking or payments of insurance claims for
example.
Our Blockchain Notary Service is technology agnostic which gives the company the freedom
to choose the best distributed ledger technologies to suit company standards, specific
industries or ecosystems, while still ensuring that the specific needs of the business case is
taken care of at the same time. Interoperability is also a key concept here, which is how
different blockchain technologies can seamlessly and directly communicate with each other.
While Vitalcan chose Ethereum as their blockchain, the Morpheus.Network platform
supports Hyperledger, EOS, IPFS, and Baseline.

What are the key benefits?
With the smart integration of IoT and blockchain technology, Vitalcan has access to
automated workflows that increase shipment visibility and effectiveness.
Ensuring that Regulatory, Trade and Customs Documents are completed correctly is the
number one driver for reducing supply chain operating over costs such as delays, fines, SLA,
rework, and reverse logistics. This has saved up to 1% of OPEX vs. historical figures.
Vitcalcan have estimated that the solution will improve FTE effectiveness by 1 person per
100 maritime shipments or 1000 over land.
IoT Product Protection and Automated Geofence Actions and Notifications ensure
Vitalcans international are protected from losses due to product damage or quality,
deterioration, shrinkage, theft and counterfeiting. Excess humidity is a critical issue which
usually forces Vitalcan to write off the entire load worth USD $25,000. Excess temperature
creates biological desegregation of the load and impacts shelf life and customer satisfaction.
Even when Animal Wellness products are protected at a pallet level, there have been
occasions where a traffic accident or driver misconduct has damaged the packaging and the
contents. Vitalcan use Hanhaa’s IoT data on the Moprheus.Network blockchain to correctly
assign responsibility and speed up insurance claims by 50%. Thankfully, Vitalcan has strong
security protocols to avoid product theft. Again IoT business rules based on unscheduled
stops and route deviations alert the logistics team to possible sinestros. Here they have a
hotline to the Federal Police to speed up corrective actions.T
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Finally using the proprietary anti counterfeiting technology Vitalcan can tag each bag with a
unique QR code. This is used for tracking products through the entire supply chain and
report any black market, grey market or stolen products. A strong rewards program
incentives official channels to record handling events using the QR code on the platform.

Vitalcan is provided with a trusted “Digital Footprint” Blockchain Notary Service and shared
with key stakeholders for tracking of assets and goods and a trusted information flows for
the entire end to end workflow. From Purchase Order through to Proof of Delivery. IoT
provides the tracking of assets and goods while product protection events alert the shipper
and buyer of any deterioration in the quality of the goods before Proof of Delivery and can
trigger the automatic execution of smart contracts for returns, reordering or insurance
claims which impacts 0.5% of loads.

“Vitalcan is using Morpheus.Network and Hanhaa for all
international shipments. We are reducing cycle time,
avoiding delays and ensuring full regulatory compliance.
We have full control over location, temperature, moisture
and other data points, key for product protection.
I strongly recommend the fully integrated solution from
Morpheus.Network and IoT from Hanhaa which will save
cost and time for every company.”
Jorge Marcos Madrid, Chairman, Vitalcan

“Vitalcan’s combined use of Hanhaa’s IoT cargo tracking
device ParceLive and the Morpheus.Network middleware
platform using Blockchain proves we are delivering on our
vision of an effective, fairer, and more sustainable
commerce.
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Our fully digital middleware creates a supply chain with
greater reliability, resilience, and less risk.
Combining Blockchain and IoT provides supply chain
managers with automated workflows that increase
visibility and accountability across multiple stakeholders,
while improving operational metrics like expected time of
arrival (xTA) and financials such as OPEX and across the
board.”
Karl
McDermott,
Global
Head
Development, Morpheus.Network

Business

“In the world of supply chain, the concept of truth and
one of the technologies to support this effectively is
blockchain.”
“Data that is trusted, timely and effective. Data points are
published on blockchain at birth and can trigger the
release of documents based on geofences at border
crossings”
“Using ParceLive and Morpheus.Network, Vitalcan saves
money by tracking the physical movement of goods,
product security and documentation over 1000s of kms
complicated terrain and urban areas.”
Azhar Hussain, CEO, Hanhaa
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Contact:
Morpheus.Network Karl McDermott +52 818 253 6339
Hanhaa

Callum O'Hare +44 7896 651401
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